VISUAL STANDARDS v 2.0
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OBJECTIVES

To present a uniﬁed marketing & communications
guide to create a unique brand identity for the
Bayombong Gonohe Sister City Association.
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LOGO

The “B” represents Bayombong while the
“G” represents Gonohe. Their colours are:
#E69817 and #1B737B, respectively.

The Japanese portion reads: Bayonbon
Gonohe shimai toshi kyōkai.

The logo for the Bayombong Gonohe Sister City Association has two main parts: the symbol on the left side, and the word
mark on the right.
The symbol represents two stylised letters representing the letter “B” and “G”.
The wordmark is always written in both English and Japanese. The English section has typeface: Nunito and the Japanese:
MS Plus Rounded.
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LOGO VARIATIONS

In a white or very light background the
logo with the original colour scheme is
preferred.

In very dark or high contrast backgrounds,
the white version of the logo is preferred.

When midtone backgrounds are used, the
reversed version of the logo is preferred.
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LOGO VARIATIONS

When only one colour is available or
possible for use, the solid gold-yellow
colour is preferred.

When only the colour black is possible,
this monochromatic version of the logo is
preferred.

In very dark or high contrast backgrounds,
the white version of the logo is preferred.
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LOGO VARIATIONS
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LOGO SPECIFICATIONS

The minimum length of the logo is 2.50 cm
The exclusion zone around the logo should be
~0.60 cm

Do not stretch the logo disproportionately.
Do not add effects such as shadows or bevels
to the logo.
Do not ﬂip the logo vertically.
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OFFICIAL SEAL
While the oﬃcial logo is the default symbol to represent the
Bayombong Gonohe Sister City Association, the oﬃcial seal
is to be used to represent the association in formal and
important documents issued by the association such as
certiﬁcates, contracts, proclamations and so on.
The oﬃcial seal is represented by two symbols of
Bayombong and Gonohe.
The left symbol is an Apple that represents Gonohe and its
prefecture, Aomori.
The right symbol is an Orange that represents Bayombong
and its province, Nueva Vizcaya.
The wordmark at the bottom is the same as in the logo
while the year of the oﬃcial founding of the association is
placed at below that.
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PRIMARY COLOURS
The primary colours of use by the Bayombong Gonohe
Sister City Association is displayed here.
For the full set of colours please click here. This is useful
when designing marketing materials that are not
necessarily in-line with the standard visual guides.

Main Palette
#fbc136

Gray Tones
#6c6b6d
#5c5b5d

#930814

#e76f36

#4c4b4d
#464546
#3f3e40

#f0e9dc

#1b737b
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TYPEFACE
Font and Text (English and Filipino)
Heading texts and subheadings will be written in
Nunito Normal at 14pt Bold and 12pt Italics
respectively.
Text content and captions are written in Roboto Light at 11pt
and 10pt respectively.

Font and Text (日本語)

Examples:
English/Filipino
Heading 1

Subheading 1

This is a sample text that shows how the
the font and text guide must be used.

日本語
Heading texts and subheadings will be written in MS
Plus Rounded Normal 1C at 14pt Bold and 12pt Bold
respectively.
Text content and captions are written in Kosugi at 12pt
and 10pt respectively.

見出し1
小見出し1
これはサンプルテキストです。
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FORMAL LETTERS & CORRESPONDENCE
In cases of formal letters and correspondence the following typeface is used:

Alice (English and Filipino)
Heading texts and subheadings will be written in Alice at 14pt Bold and 12pt Italics respectively.
Text content and captions are written in Alice at 11pt and 10pt respectively.

Font and Text (日本語)
Heading texts and subheadings will be written in Sawarabi Mincho at 14pt Bold and 12pt Bold respectively.
Text content and captions are written in Sawarabi Mincho at 12pt and 10pt respectively.
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A UNIFIED EXPERIENCE

Friendships through the decades
Joseph C. Mamuric Jr.
Life is full of surprises, or so they say. I mean, who would’ve known that a humble farming
community in the province of Nueva Vizcaya in the northern regions of the Philippines would one
day be twinned with a humble farming community in the prefecture of Aomori in the northern
regions of Japan. Surprises am I right?

Want to be a part of
the next delegation?
For almost four decades, our
association had been sending cultural
ambassadors between Gonohe and
Bayombong. This coming June, this
year’s Gonohe delegation will be
arriving.
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STATIONERY
Business
Cards

Letterheads

Envelopes
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For support and to get a copy of our logos and other visual assets, please contact:
info@bayombonggonohe.com or visit us at: www.bayombonggonohe.com/contact

